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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to introduce how contemporary
behavioral psychology approaches intelligence and higher-order cognitive
tasks, as instances of so-called arbitrarily applicable relational responding
(AARR). We introduce the contemporary theory Relational Frame The-
ory (RFT), that suggests that key properties of AARR are mutual entail-
ment, combinatorial entailment, and transformation of stimulus function.
Furthermore, AARR are contextually controlled and developed through
multiple-exemplar training. We explain these concepts and provide ex-
amples of how RFT uses this framework to explain complex cognitive
tasks such as language, analogies, a sense of Self, and implicit cognition.
Applications of RFT are surveyed. Finally, the relevance of RFT for the
AGI audience is discussed.
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1 Introduction

In 1971, Murray Sidman was working with language comprehension with severely
developmentally disabled individuals. Unexpectedly, he discovered that if sub-
jects were successfully taught to match pictures and printed words to dictated
words (AB and AC relations, respectively; Figure 1), and to name pictures
(BD), they would without explicit training learn how to match printed words
to pictures (BC), match pictures to printed words (CB) and to “read” (i.e.,
name words; CD). From a behavioral psychology point of view, this was very
interesting, as it demonstrated a clear example of emitted behavior without a
history of reinforcement.

2 Stimulus equivalence and derived stimulus relations

The above discovery has resulted in over 40 years of research in stimulus equiv-
alence [10]. Stimulus equivalence is a behavioral phenomenon that (with one
possible exception) seems to be limited to humans with verbal abilities. The
possible exception is a california sea lion Rio, that seems to have demonstrated
stimulus equivalence [9]. One way to study stimulus equivalence is with the help
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Dictated words

B

Pictures

C

Printed words

D

Oral naming
BD: Picture naming

CD: Word naming

Fig. 1. The relations taught and tested by Sidman in 1971. Trained relations are de-
picted by solid arrows and derived relations with dashed arrows. Subjects were taught
to match pictures and printed words to dictated words (AB and AC, respectively),
and to name pictures (BD). Without explicit training they then could match printed
words to pictures (BC), match pictures to printed words (CB) and to name words
(CD).

of matching-to-sample experiments. In such experiments, participants are ex-
posed to series of arbitrary stimuli (e.g., nonsense symbols) where the task is to
match a certain symbol to a given sample stimuli. Such experiment is an exam-
ple of relational responding. That is, the task for a participant is not to emit a
response in relation to a certain stimulus. It is rather to respond to the relation
between symbols.

A formal definition of stimulus equivalence follows. Assume three nonsense
symbols, which we for simplicity will refer to as A, B and C (they might be
nonsense words, pictures, or something else). Within a given experiment (like the
matching- to-sample), participants are taught to select B rather than some other
option in the presence of a sample A (i.e., the relation A → B will be established
through training). In the same way C is trained as the correct response in the
presence of B (B → C). After these relations have been trained, without training
in other relations, participants demonstrate an increased probability of selecting
A from a set of options when B is presented as a sample (B → A; symmetry),
selecting C when A is displayed (A → C; transitivity), selecting A when C is
displayed (C → A; equivalence), and also the trivial case of selecting A when A
is displayed (A → A; reflexivity).

Demonstrating symmetry and equivalence are examples of derived relational
responding, as these stimulus relations are not directly taught but instead de-
rived. Prior to the research by Sidman and colleagues [11] the emergence of these
derived stimulus relations was not expected in similar experimental setups. As
mentioned above, stimulus equivalence has been very difficult to demonstrate in
nonhuman animals (except for the single sea lion). However, there exist research
that has demonstrated symmetry in pigeons, monkeys and rats, but the results
are somewhat inconclusive [7].
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The stimulus equivalence phenomenon opened up for a new way of studying
symbolic relations (i.e., how a word “represents” an object in language), and sup-
ported the idea that derived stimulus relations were an important component in
language and cognition. Importantly though, the idea is not new. William James
did already in 1890 regard the abstract concepts of sameness or equivalence as
“the very keel and backbone of our thinking” [6, p. 459].

3 Arbitrarily applicable relational responding

In the late 1980’s, the developers of Relational Frame Theory (RFT) [5] started
to ask questions on what was beyond equivalence, for example: What kind of de-
rived relational responding based on other relations than equivalence are human
beings capable of? And if so, would such responding also be reflexive, symmetri-
cal, and transitive? For example, consider a situation where someone is showed
three identically sized coins, and being told that “A is worth more than B, and
B is worth more than C”. Not only are the AB and BC relations specified, the
BA, CB, AC, and CA relations will immediately be derived. Hence, a question
such as “Is C worth more than A?” will be possible to answer (The answer would
be “No”). Not only is this an example of responding to another relation than
equivalence (a comparative relation), this is, according to RFT, an example of
arbitrarily applicable relational responding (AARR), as A, B and C are related
along an arbitrary dimension of worth. In RFT terms, stimulus equivalence (as
defined above) could be said to be a special case of AARR [15]. RFT has intro-
duced more generic terms to describe features of derived relational responding,
than the ones used to describe stimulus equivalence: Mutual entailment, Combi-
natorial entailment, and Transformation of stimulus function.

3.1 Mutual entailment

Like symmetry, mutual entailment refers to the fact that arbitrarily applicable
relations are always bidirectional. If A is related to B, than a second relation BA
is automatically entailed. The type of relation entailed depends on the relation
between the two stimuli. For example, as illustrated above, if A is worth more
than B, then the novel relation “B is worth less than A” is entailed. Another
example would be, if A is the opposite to B, then B is also the opposite to A.
In the latter case the same relation as the one trained would be entailed.

3.2 Combinatorial entailment

In line with transitivity, if A is taught to be related to B, and B to C, then a
relation between A and C is combinatorially entailed. This was illustrated above
where the “A is worth more than C” statement was derived. Once again, the type
of relation entailed doesn’t need to be the same as the one trained. For example,
if someone is taught that “A is the opposite to B” and “B is the opposite to C”,
then “A is the same as C” is combinatorially entailed.
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3.3 Transformation of stimulus function

If A and B are taught to be related, and a response function (such as appetitive
or aversive) is established for A, then the function of B will be transformed
in accordance with the AB relation. For example, if someone fears dogs and
learns that the word “hund” means “dog”, then the aversive stimulus function
of “dog” is predicted to transfer through the sameness relation of “means”.
Another example of non-equivalence follows. If someone learns that two nonsense
stimuli are related A < B, and A then is paired with a mild electric shock, then
the stimulus function of A will be transformed from neutral (as for a nonsense
symbol) to aversive. Importantly though, B is predicted to be transformed to
even more aversive. Similar effects have been demonstrated experimentally, using
skin conductance equipment [3].

3.4 Contextual control over AARR

Consider the example above, with a person seeing three identically sized coins,
learning that “A is worth more than B, and B is worth more than C”. Imagine
that the person instead learned that “A is worth the same as B, and B is worth
the same as C”. In the two situations, two different forms of AARR would be
triggered, for example as part of a decision-making scenario involving money.
More specifically, the “more than” and “same as” are two different forms of
contextual cues. This highlights the contextual nature of AARR.

3.5 Multiple-exemplar training

How is arbitrarily applicable relational responding developed during lifetime?
RFT assumes this is due to a history of multiple exemplar training. Imagine for
example a small child who hasn’t learned to apply the concept of comparison.
Through interaction with the environment, the child might hear that “the horse
is larger than the duck, and the duck is smaller than the horse”, and “the man is
longer than the child, and the child is shorter than the man”, etc. RFT assumes
that these multiple examples over time leads to the applicable abstract pattern
of comparison that fulfills the properties of relational frames mentioned above.

3.6 AARR and relational frames

In summary, arbitrarily applicable relational responding (AARR) is defined as
abstract response patterns, that have the properties of mutual entailment, combi-
natorial entailment and transformation of stimulus functions, that are controlled
by contextual cues and learned through a history of multiple exemplar training.

Specific instances of AARR (for example sameness and comparison), are re-
ferred to as different types of relational frames. The term is based on a metaphor
of a picture frame. Just as a picture frame can hold many pictures, a response
frame can include many different features while still being a specific instance of
an overall pattern.
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4 Families of Relational Frames

In this section, we will elaborate further on RFT by describing the most common
types of relational frames. Importantly, RFT is not limited to these frames. These
are overall patterns that have been found useful to distinguish from one another.

Coordination A frame of coordination is essentially a relation of sameness. If
someone is taught that “A is the same as B”, and “B is the same as C”, then the
BA, CB, AC, and CA relations of sameness will be entailed. This is essentially
the same as stimulus equivalence. Furthermore, if the person is taught “C tastes
disgusting”, then the aversive stimulus function of C will transfer to A and B,
both being about equally aversive. RFT research has suggested that sameness
is the earliest relational frame to develop, and arguably the most fundamental.
This seems related to the fact that children early in their development tend to
learn that words “refers” to things and events, that is, being the “same as”.

Opposition A more complex relational frame is that of opposition, that is re-
lating stimuli in the presence of cues such as “is opposite of”. For example, a
statement such as “If Aaron (who is very tall) is opposite to Bill, and Bill is op-
posite to Charlie, then what is Charlie like?” involves this frame. The statement
needs to involve explicit or implicit information on which dimension along with
the stimuli may be differentiated. These dimensions could be physical such as
size, temperature, and brightness, but also arbitrary dimensions, as for example
in the following statements: “easy is the opposite of hard”, “valuable is the oppo-
site of worthless”, and “A is opposite to B, and B is opposite to C. A is funny.
Is C funny? Is B?”.

Distinction The frames of distinction are controlled by cues such as “is different
from” and “is not the same as”. For example, if A is taught to be of different
color from B, then it is entailed that B is of different color from A. However, the
frame of distinction doesn’t have the same specificity as the previously described
frames when the relational networks grow, as shown in the following example:
“A has a different color from B, and C has a different color from B. A is green.
Is B green? (No) Is C green? (Don’t know)”.

Comparison Comparative frames involve responding to stimuli or events in
terms of a quantitative or qualitative relation along some specified dimension.
For example, “If a dime is worth more than a nickel, and a nickel is worth more
than a penny, is a dime worth more or less than a penny?” is a statement which
would require a person to derive the comparative relation between a dime and
a penny. More specifically, the cue “is worth more” signals that the frame of
comparison could be applied. Other examples of cues that control this kind of
relating are “heavier/lighter”, “better/worse”, and “larger/smaller”.
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Hierarchy These are frames involving membership, attributes, class contain-
ment, etc. For example, “If an object A is a type of object B and an object B is
a type of object C, then is an object A a type of object C?”. Also consider this
example: “If coffee is a type of drink, and tea is a type of drink, is then coffee a
type of tea?” In that example, the relationship isn’t specified.

Temporal frames Responding to events in terms of temporal displacement
from other events represents an example of responding in accordance with tem-
poral relations, such as “before/after”. For example, “If Tuesday comes before
Thursday, and Thursday comes before Friday, does Friday come before or after
Tuesday?”

Spatial frames These frames involve relating along a spatial dimension, and
may be triggered by cues such as “above/below”, “left/right of”, “here/there”,
“front/back”, etc. For example, given that “If A is above B, and B is above C”,
a person will derive that “C is below A”, “A is above C”, “B is above A”, and
“C is above B”.

Deictic frames Finally, deictic frames are those that specify a relation be-
tween stimuli from the perspective of the speaker. RFT suggests that these de-
ictic frames are a combination of three types of relations: spatial (“here/there”),
temporal (“now/then”), and interpersonal (“me/you”). An example of a state-
ment involving deictic framing is “If I am here and you are there, and if I were
you and you were me, where would you be? Where would I be?”. Another exam-
ple is “If I feel sad and you feel happy, and if I were you and you were me, how
would you feel? How would I feel?”. The latter could be said to be an example
of how something such as empathy could be analyzed through RFT.

5 Cognition and intelligence from an RFT perspective

From an RFT perspective, cognition is not a mental event that mediates between
environment and behavior. It is rather a behavioral event (AARR), and hence, it
can be studied and understood within a behavioral psychology framework, using
experiments such as the matching-to-sample task described above. Another way
to put it: arbitrarily applicable relational responses are what “minds” are full of,
and when we speak of “cognitive” phenomena (such as thinking, planning, re-
membering, decision making) we are referring to complex instances of relational
framing that are more or less evident under different environmental conditions
[15].

Regarding intelligence, the core idea from RFT is that AARR represents
the basic functional “building block” of cognitive and linguistic skills, such as
deductive and inductive reasoning, communication, etc., all of which underpin
intelligent behavior. In essence, intelligent acts involve the ability to elaborate
networks of derived stimulus relations fluently and flexibly, to transform stimulus
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functions through entire networks, and to bring relational responses under in-
creasingly subtle forms of contextual control, by abstracting relevant contextual
features with high precision.

6 Higher-order cognitive tasks and complex relational
responding

In this section, we will provide some examples on how RFT approaches various
complex cognitive skills given the framework introduced above.

6.1 Language

RFT approaches language as verbal behavior [15]. A person learns “how to
language” by learning how to respond relationally to stimuli and events. Hence,
verbal behavior and language from an RFT perspective is really about the act
of “framing events relationally”. Stimuli such as words (spoken or written) or
pictures become “verbal stimuli” when they participate in relational networks
with contextual cues. It is this process that enables “meaning” to something as
the stimuli acquire various stimulus functions. Someone speaks “with meaning”
when they frame events relationally and produce sequences of verbal stimuli as
a result. Someone else will “listen with understanding” whenever they respond
as a result of framing events relationally. In essence, understanding something
is not an outcome of an “inner/mediating” mental event, but is rather a type of
contextually controlled behavior.

6.2 Analogies

All of the examples above have focused on how stimuli or events can be related.
However, sets of relations can also be related. Relating relations is, from an
RFT perspective, the basis of how analogies are developed and used [12]. For
example, a quite simple analogy might be “Apples are to oranges as dogs are
to sheep”. This can be described as an equivalence relation between equivalence
relations. More specifically, apples and oranges participate in a relation of equiv-
alence (fruits), while dogs and sheep also participate in a relation of equivalence
(animals). An example of analogical reasoning given this is deriving these two
equivalence relations and the derivation of another equivalence relation between
the relations. In other words, apples are equivalent to oranges in the same way
that dogs are equivalent to sheep, because they are members of the same re-
spective class). A further example could be someone who already knows about
the solar system, and is learning physics. The statement “An electron is to the
nucleus as a planet is to the sun” involves an equivalence relation between spa-
tial relations. Given that the person knows this relation between planets and
the sun, he/she could then derive a new spatial relation between electrons and
nuclei.
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6.3 The Self and perspective taking

As described previously, deictic frames involve temporal (“now/then”), spatial
(“here/there”), as well as interpersonal relations (“Me/You”). While coordina-
tion, distinction and comparative relations (see above) develop based on what
people learn about stimuli that are physically similar, dissimilar, or quantita-
tively different along some dimension, deictic frames are typically not. Instead,
they develop based on the invariance of the speaker’s perspective throughout
time and location. A child might learn this by being asked questions such as
“Who are you?”, “What are you doing here?”, “What will you do there?”, and
“What will I do tomorrow?”, with many variations, in several different contexts.
By taking part of a constant relating of “Me/You”, “here/there”, “now/then”,
a child learns about itself, as something being different from others, and being
“here and now” as compared to “there and then”. Hence, in line with how RFT
provides an understanding of “languaging” as framing events relationally, “self-
ing” is approached similarly. Understanding how it is possible to take someone
else’s perspective also follows naturally from this analysis [8].

6.4 Implicit cognition

To account for both “thinking fast and slow”, RFT introduces dimensions to
AARR such as levels of complexity, derivation, and coherence [1]. Complexity
refers to the number of stimuli or events involved, with for example a mutually
entailed response being “less complex” than a relating of relations. Levels of
derivation is a continuum from a relating with very few new derivations on
one end, and a response involving a large amount of new derivations on the
other end. A response that is low is coherence is very little in agreement with a
larger relational network that the response is taking place in. On the contrary,
a response with high overlap with previous experience, is said to be high in
coherence.

In an experimental task that studies implicit cognition from an RFT perspec-
tive, there is an assumption that responses that requires low levels of complexity
and derivation, and being high in coherence, will be very quickly emitted. How-
ever, responses that require a high level of complexity and derivation, and/or
being low in coherence, are assumed to be slower emitted, and therefore lead to
longer response times.

7 Applications of RFT

Below, we will provide examples of how RFT can be used in applied settings,
outside experimental psychology.

7.1 Education

It follows naturally from the above description, how teaching based on sameness,
opposition, comparison, etc, could be conducted. The importance of multiple-
exemplar training is highlighted by RFT. Furthermore, RFT provides the tools
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on how various new relational networks could be established, set in relation to
existing networks, affected by transformation of function, etc. RFT provides the
details on how analogies could be used as part of education, and provides an
account of experiential learning through transformation of stimulus function.
Furthermore, skills training involving perspective taking, such as training in
empathy, could be understood through the lens of RFT [13].

7.2 Clinical applications

Human suffering seems to be very much related to our capacity for language
[2]. Statements such as “Deep down I’m a bad person” or “I am not worthy of
love” or “Everybody else is much better than me in most aspects” are common
in depression and related problem presentations. For anxiety disorders, simple
statements such as “Spider” can trigger a whole host of physiological reactions.
Similarly, when other terms are taught to be in equivalence with “Spider”, then
these terms are predicted to trigger similar reactions. Furthermore, RFT provides
an understanding of how other stimuli and events can become closely related to
spiders, which could result in that the fear will generalize to other similarly
looking things [4]. In summary, RFT provides accounts of a whole range of
clinical phenomena, and provides tools on how to resolve these issues.

7.3 Prejudices

Today’s society undoubtedly face massive problems related to hate, discrimina-
tion and violence due to prejudice. From an RFT perspective, prejudice could
be defined as objectification and dehumanization of individuals because of their
participation in verbal evaluative categories [14]. A major challenge seems to be
due to the fact that prejudice and related processes seem to stem from the same
source as our most successful problem-solving processes. RFT might be able to
provide the means to deal with this verbal entanglement.

8 How could RFT be relevant for AGI researchers?

One could argue that RFT is essentially a behavioral psychology approach to
general intelligence. While the AGI field has benefited from theories from diverse
fields such as computer science and neuroscience, we believe that behavioral psy-
chology also has something to offer. In the complex task of building thinking
machines, clear definitions of cognitive phenomena are likely to be very helpful.
RFT suggests that AARR is a necessity for intelligence and higher-order cogni-
tive tasks. Possibly, RFT could provide a roadmap based on a science of derived
stimulus relations, starting with symmetry and stimulus equivalence, going up
to relations between relational networks, with models of language development,
higher-order cognitive tasks, and the Self, with potential applications within di-
verse fields such as education, psychological treatments, and prejudices. We hope
by writing this text that the AGI field finds such roadmap potentially helpful.
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